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Junction Discusses Authenticity, Value on The Business Hour  

August 1, 2011 – ATLANTA, GA:  Julie Gareleck, Managing Partner, Junction Creative Solutions, recently 

joined host Ron Comacho as the featured guest on The Business Hour, broadcasted live across the web 

on www.americaswebradio.com.   

The hour-long interview focused on topics related to Junction’s unique positioning as a valuable hybrid 

agency in the broad marketplace of firms offering “consulting services.” Gareleck described how every 

business has unique strengths and inherent weaknesses, but regardless of industry, well-researched and 

effectively planned strategy is a universal necessity for success. She illustrated how several of Junction’s 

clients, ranging in size from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies, have leveraged sound strategy to thrive 

in a highly competitive, quickly evolving business environment.  

Comacho’s questions drilled down to the details of how Junction, as a growing firm, can generate great 

impact and supply measurable return on investment by providing custom-tailored solutions. The 

conversation included an examination of how Junction capitalizes on its own core values of authenticity 

and integrity in this process. Founded on the same spirit of entrepreneurship that drives its clients, the 

company has been fortunate to have fostered a reputation for delivering real value in its services as it 

has grown from a one-woman operation to a team of 12.  

The entire conversation is available for listening in The Business Hour’s Archive, at 

http://www.radiosandysprings.com/podcasts/BusinessHourJuly29.2011.mp3 

 

  

 
ABOUT JUNCTION 

Junction Creative Solutions (Junction) combines the intellectual capital of a consulting firm with the creative 
execution of an advertising agency to create effective and measurable strategies. The strategic solutions align with 
specific business goals and objectives, and provide consistency from strategic planning through execution. As a 
result, our clients are able to maximize opportunities to react, adapt, and thrive -- ultimately creating more 
sustainable and competitive businesses. Junction’s portfolio boasts successful strategies for SMBs and Fortune 500 
companies.  
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